
Our innovative and growing company is searching for experienced candidates for
the position of senior sales manager / sales manager. Thank you in advance for
taking a look at the list of responsibilities and qualifications. We look forward to
reviewing your resume.

Responsibilities for senior sales manager / sales manager

Coordinate the new accounts implementation process with other areas such
as Program Manager, operations, Implementations and the client in order to
ensure that everything offered in the sale process is met
Active participation in the most important events of the industries in order to
create strategic relationships with key contacts at any level as travel buyers,
CFOs, CEOs
Generate strategic cross selling with the main suppliers of the industry for
increasing the successful business opportunities
Strategic leadership of RFP and RFI processes
Contracts room nights within their specific market(s) considering the number
of rooms, average rate and total revenue objectives of the hotel
Review meeting planner evaluations with the Director of Sales & Marketing to
ensure that issues receive follow-up
Responsible for the entire leisure sales effort for Las Ventanas al Paraiso for
the key markets of East Coast, Southern US, and Eastern Canada, and be
willing to travel throughout this region for sales related activities
Conduct sales calls on key accounts target new business.Organize sales
blitzes in assigned territory with Global Sales Office and sister properties
Represent resort at appropriate travel industry trade shows and
conferences.Identify and participate in appropriate networking channels and
action plans to maximize exposure/opportunity for Las Ventanas al Paraiso

Example of Senior Sales Manager / Sales Manager
Job Description
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agencies across the Nordics

Qualifications for senior sales manager / sales manager

College degree is required with relevant professional experience in project
management, marketing and or business development or related field
Minimum 3 years’ experience of working at a high level within a sales and
marketing function
Previous experience successfully managing sales teams ideally from a similar
industry
Ability to identify key drivers of sales and profit to formulate the strategy and
action plan, and to be able to integrate those plan into daily operation
Demonstrate innovation and creativity of thought with an ability to stimulate
creative thought in others
Enthusiastic and positive personality with the ability to build trusting
relationships with both clients and colleagues proven ability to develop and
lead in a team environment


